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NTRODUCTION 
LET Vnsk denote the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal k-frames in n-space. The projective 
Stiefel manifold X,,, is the identification space of Yn.k obtained by taking a frame equivalent 
with its negative frame. 
In [6], we studied the cohomology algebra over Z2 of X,+, . We determined the action of 
the Steenrod squares in H*(X,,,; Z,) up to a small indeterminacy. There is a natural 
inclusion p : X,,, + Xnfm,k. We also determined the induced mapping in cohomology. 
Baum and Browder in [2] determined completely the action of the Steenrod squares in 
H*(X,,,) when n is a power of 2. 
In this paper we apply the above results to the problem of sections of multiples of line 
bundles over real projective spaces. In particular, we obtain a new proof of the results of 
[2] on non-immersion of real projective spaces, together with the following ones, FP’ does 
not immerse in R2”-’ if n = 2’ + 4 and n 2 12. Lam [I I] for n = 12 and Adem [I] for 
n > 12, have proved these results to be best possible. In [2], we used secondary cohomology 
operations. In this paper, using the projective Stiefel manifolds, we reduce the proof to 
arguments involving only primary operations. I want to thank Adem for many stimulating 
conversations. In fact, this paper arose from such conversations. 
$1. THE THEOREM OF BAUM Ahi BROWDER 
The cohomology groups wilI be understood with Z, for coefficients. 
Let V(x,, . . . , x,) denote the commutative, associative algebra on generators x,, 
such that X: = .y2i if 2i 5 m and .Y; = 0 otherwise and such that the monomials x5’ 
where Ei = O,l, form a basis for this algebra. 
Bore1 in [5] determined the cohomology algebra of Vn,k. There exist classes 
u~EH’(V~,J fori=n-k, . . . ,n- 1 suchthat 
H*(I$,,) z V(U,_k, . ..) II,_ * ) 
Moreover 
Sq’lr, = c,,i Zlq+ i 
where C,,i is the binomial coefficient (7). 
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Baum and Browder in [4] determined the structure of H*(X,,,), when n is a power of 2. 
Their result is the following. Let II : V,,, + X,,, be the projection, then 
THEOREM 1.1. Tllere exist classes yi E H”(X,,,,),i = 2’ - k, . . . , 2’ - 2 antly E H’(X,. & 
S&I that ll*yi = Iii, II*J = 0 andsuch that as an algebra 
H*(Xz’.k) z Z,Cyl/(_F) 0 V(L.Zr-k, . . . , yy-2) 
,Lloreocer 
Sqiyq = Cq+iYq+i if i>l or q#2’-‘-1 
and if‘ 
q = 2’-’ - 1, Sq’y, = yq+ 1 + yq+ I. 
In [6; (241 we defined classes xi E H i(Xzp,I,) which were unique up to y’. The classes 
.Y, and yi are related by 
PROPOSlrIOS 1.2. In H*(X,.,,), We irare 
xi = yi + Ei.i 
j‘ori=2’-k,...,2’-2. 
Proof. We have a fibration 
Sn-k+Xnk . ’ Xn.k- 1 
such that L(: is a monomorphism. It is not hard to see from the definition of the classes xi, 
[6; (2.6)] that we can choose these classes xi”’ E Hi(X,,k), _rik-l) E H ‘(X,,,_,) such that 
(1.3) &“- 1) = ,$). 
If n = 2’, then we can choose the classes yi also such that 
(1.4) p:yik- 1) = yp 
Now, H”-k”(X,,k_,) E 2, -I- 2, with two bases 
{yndk+*, yi”--,:‘,} and {ynek+‘, xA!;yl}, 
hence 
xn-k+l - Yn-k+l + E:k--i:)l Y 
(k-1) _ (k-1) n-k+ I 
and an easy induction gives (1.2), using (1.3) and (1.4). 
Remark 1.5. One could prove (1.1) using the results of [2] and the results in [6]. 
Namely, in [2] it is shown that a secondary obstruction 4 to having 2’-’ + 1 sections 
in 2’5 over RF’-‘, where < is the Hopf bundle, is non-zero. Then if p : x,,k --f Pp is the 
projection, p*~$ must be zero modulo the indeterminacy and this produces the relation 
S~‘yq=yq+,+~q’1,whereq=2’-‘-1. 
$2. NON-EXISTENCE OF SECTIONS 
Given an m-plane bundle r] over a space X, we say q has geometric dimension 5 k, in 
symbols gd(q) s k, if there exists a k-plane bundle p such that q = ~1 + m - k. 
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We now list a series of theorems that follow from (1.1) and the results of [6]. Let 5 be 
the Hopf bundle over R?‘“. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let rj = [2’+’ ’ T S(k + I>]< be considered as a bundle ocer _RP2ri8ki2. If 
k f I< 2’-3 and Ck+,Sk is odd, then gd(q) 2 2’ + 8k - 1. 
If we set k = I= 0 in (2.1) we obtain that 2’+l < does not have 2’ + 2 sections over 
RP2’+‘, a result obtained by Baum and Browder in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let q = [2’+’ + 8(k + f) + 215 be considered as a bundle ouer Rp2’f8k+2. 
If k + I < 2’-’ and C,,,,, is odd, then gd(q) 2 2’ + 8k - 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let q = [2’+’ + 8(k + l) + 41 be considered as a bundIe ouer Rp”v’+8kC4. 
If k f I< 2’-3 and Ck+[,k is odd, then gd(q) 2 2’ + 8k - 2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 9 = [2’+’ + 8(k + I) + 6]c be considered as a bundle ocer RP”+~~+~. 
if k + I < 2’-’ and Ck+,,k is odd, then gd(q)z 2’ + 8k. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 7 = [2’+’ + 2’+l - 215 be considered as a bundle ouer Rp’r”2”-1. If 
r > s 2 3 or s = 1 and r 2 3, then gd(q) 2 2’ - 4. 
Outline of the proofs of (2.1) to (2.5) 
Proof of (2.1). Let n = T+‘, rn = 8(k + l), s = 2’ + 8lf 2 and t = 2’ + 8k + 2. Sup- 
pose that gd(q) = t - 4. Then by [6], there exists a mapping f: RI”--) X,,,,,, with f *y the 
generator of H’(RP). We proceed to show that such a map f cannot exist. Consider 
P : X”, - -L+m.s 
then by [6; (3.4)], p* is a monomorphism. Using [6; (3.3)] there exist unique classes 
X,-J, x,_~ in JY’-~(X,+,,J and H’-3(X,,+,,S) respectively, such that 
P*xt_I = CWj(mtO)*Yt-l-j 
where i = 3 or 4 and 5,, is the canonical line bundle over X,,, . Now since we assume 
C k+l,k is odd, p*_~~-~ contains xgkx2,-1_ 1 as one of its summands. Then, it is not hard 
to verify, using [6; (2.8)] and (l.l), that x,-~ and x,__~ satisfy the following relations, 
Sq’x,_, + Sq2x,_, + x’-2 = 0 
and 
Sq3x,_3 + Sq4x,_4 = 0. 
The first relation implies that f * is non-zero in one, but not in both of the classes x,_ 3 and 
x~__~, while the second relation implies that f * is either zero on both classes or non-zero in 
both classes. 
Proof of (2.2). Again set n = 2’+ ‘, m = 8(k + I) + 2, s=2’+81+4andt=2’+8k+2. 
As in the proof of (2.1), we can l?nd classes x,__~ E H’-‘(X,,+,,J, where i = 0,1,2,3,4 which 
satisfy the following relations, 
(Sq2 + x2)x,_4 + Sq’x,_, = Xf-2 
(Sq2 + x2>x,_4 = x,-2 
S$.& + x2. Xt-2 + x, = 0 
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and 
and 
sq’.Y;_ 1 = I, 
(Sq’ f x2)x,-3 = x,_l. 
This set of relations is incompatible with the existence of a map/: IV’-, Xn+m,S withf*.t- 
generator of H ‘(IV’). 
Proofof(2.3). Let n=2’+ 1, m=8(k+1)+4, s=2’+81+6 and t=2’+8k+4. 
Now we can find classes I,_ i E N’-‘(A’ n+m,r), where i = 5,6 which satisfy the following rela- 
tions, 
and 
Sqlx,_ j + sq2x,_+ = x’-j 
SqS.&5 + sq6x,_6 = 0. 
These relations contradict the existence of f: RF”+ Xn+m,s with f*s = generator of 
H’(lU”). 
Proofof(2.4). Let n = 2’+l, m = S(k + I) + 6, s = 2’ + 81+ 7, t = 2’ + 8k + 6. Then, 
as above, we can find classes x,_ i E H’- ‘( X n+m,s), where i = 4,5,6,7 which satisfy the rela- 
tions, 
Sqlx,_5 + X,-J = S’-J 
(Sq” + x$,_, = x,_ j 
and 
(S$ + X4)X1_4 = 0 
These relations show thatf: Rp’ + Xn+m.sr withf*x the generator of H’(RP’), cannot exist. 
Proof of (2.5). Let n = 2’+‘, M = 2”’ - 2, a = 2’ + 2’ + 3, and t = 2’ + 2’ - 1. Then, 
as above, we can find classes x,_ i E H'-'(X n+m,o), where i = 4,5, which satisfy 
sqlx,_j + x,-4 = .P4 
(Sq4 + x4)xt_5 = 0 
(Sq2 + x2)s,_4 = 0 
provided s >= 3. These relations contradict the existence of the suitable mapping 
f: RP'-+ x,+,,*. 
NOW, if s = 1, we can find classes x,_~ E H’-‘(X,+,,J where i = 3, 4 and 5, which 
satisfy the following relations, 
sq1x,_3 + (Sq2 + x2)x,_4 = xt-2 
sq4x,_s + sq*x,-3 = 0 
and 
(Sq2 + x2)x,_5 = 0 
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Again this set of relations is incompatible with the existence of a 
j-1 RP’+ X”+m,n. 
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suitable mapping 
$3. APPLICATIONS TO JMMERSIONS 
We begin this section by proving some results that are relevant to the generalized vector 
field problem. Most of them appear in one form or another in the literature. 
We then apply the results of $2 to the problem of immersion. 
Let R” denote euclidean n-space. A mapping 
f:R’x R”-+R” 
is called skew iffsatisfies 
f(-x, Y) = -f(x, Y) 
f(x, -Y) = -f(x, Y) 
and 
f(x, y) = 0 only if x = 0 or y = 0. 
Hopf in [9] raised the following question. Given k and m, find the least n such that there 
exists a skew map f: d x R” + R”. 
The following result gives a sufficient condition for the existence of skew maps, 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that n5 has k sections over RPk-‘, then there exists a skew 
mapf: Rk x R”+R”. 
Proof. If nt has k sections over RPm-‘, then by [6], there exists a mapping 
g : RP”-’ -+ X,,, such that g*(x) = generator of i?Z’(I?.P”-‘). Passing to the universal 
covering spaces, g induces g : S”-’ + v,,&. Now identify V,, k with the space of (n x k)- 
matrices whose rows are orthogonal. Then g determines f. : S”-’ x Rk -+ R” by defining 
fo(T v> = sMY>. 
Now extend f. radially to f: R” x Rk + R” where 
fk Y> = I ) l4_f0(~~ Y if 0 if x#O x=0 
then f is skew. A similar construction gives a skew map if nt has m sections over RPk-‘. 
The following result due essentially to Haefliger and Hirsch [7] (see also James [lo]), is a 
partial converse to (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that there exists a skew map f: Rk x R” + R”, then if k - 1 
< 2(n - m), nt has m sections over RPk-‘. 
ProoJ Recall that the total space of n&j over Rp’-’ is Sk-’ x ZZRn. Now a skew 
mapping f: Rk x R” + R” induces a mapping f0 : R.P’-’ x R” + Sk-’ x =,R”, where 
fo([x, --xl, Y> = kfk ~11. Then fb(k -4, Y> = 0 only if Y = 0 and Ib([zx, -xl, -y) 
= [x, -f(x, y)]. Now, by [7; Th. 1.21, f. can be approximated by a linear monomorphism 
go of the bundle RP’-’ x R” to the bundle n[ and thus nt has m sections over Rpk-‘. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that k - 1 < 2(n - m). Therm 5 has k sections orer up”-’ 
implies n< has m sections over RP ‘- ’ . 
Proof. If n< has k sections over RP”-‘, then by (3.1) there exists a skew map 
f: Rk x R” 4 R”. NOW by (3.2) this in turn implies that n< has n sections over RPk-‘. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If 2m f k - 1 < 2n and m + 2k - 1 < 2n. then n;’ has k sections orer 
RP m- ’ if and only if it has m sections orer RP k- I. 
The classical problem, for what values of k, m and n, does there exist a non-singular 
bilinear mappingf: Rk x R” -f R”, is also related to the problem of sections of n<. Namely, 
PROROSlTtON 3.5. If there exists a non-singular bilinear mapping f : R’ x R” h R”, then 
112 has k sections over RPm-’ and m sections ocer Rp ‘- ‘. 
Proof. As in the proof of (3.2), f induces a mapping f0 : Rpk-’ x R” -_) Sk-’ x Z,R” 
which is a linear monomorphism, sincefis bilinear. Thus n< has m sections over RPk-‘. 
Similarly, one obtains that n5 has k sections over RPm-'. 
The results (3.4) and (3.5) give support to 
CONJECTURE 3.6. The bundle n< orer RPm-’ has k sections if‘and only iy there exists a 
non singular bilinear mapping f : R” x R’ --f R”. 
We now apply (3.3) and the results of section 2 to obtain, 
THEOREM 3.7. The real projectile space RP” krhere n = 2’ + 2” + 2, r 2 s and n 2 10 
does not immerse in R2”- 5 . If r = s and does not immerse in R2”-’ ifr > s. 
Proof. By [3; (l.l)], RP” immerses in R “+’ if and only if (II + k + I)< has (n + l)- 
sections over RP”. Therefore from (2.2) follows that RP” does not immerse in R2n-5 if 
r = s. Now from (2.5) and (3.3) it follows that (2’+’ + 2’+’ - 2)< does not have 2’ + 2” 
seciions over RpZr+2’+2 and thus RP” does not immerse in R’“-’ if r > s 2 3, or II = 2’ + 4. 
Finally (2.4) implies IV” does not immerse in RI”-’ if n = 2’ + 6. 
From (3.7) we derive the main results of [3]. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If n = 2’ + 2” + 1 \t*ith r > s 1 2 and n L_ 13, then RP”, RP”+l and 
RPni2 immerse in R’“-’ but not in RZn-‘. 
Proof. The fact that they immerse in RZnm5 js due to Sanderson [12]. Now suppose 
that RP” immerses in R2”-‘. Then (2n - 4)< has (n + 1)-sections over IV”. By [6; $11 this 
implies there exists a mapping f: RP” + X2n_S.n+, with f*<,, = 5. Take the covering map 
3: S” + ~2”--4,n+l. Now from [S], lT,( VZn_-J,n+,) = 0. Consider S” embedded in .S”+’ as 
the equator and let E+ be the upper hemisphere, E- the lower hemisphere. Since? is nul- 
homotopic, WecanextendJtog’: E+ --f V2”-4.n+l. Extendnowg’to g: .S”+‘--* V2n--4,n+L, 
by defining g on E- by g( -.r) = -g’(x). Then g is equivariant and thus induces 
g:RP “+I -+ XZn--S.n+r with g*t,, = 5. Then by [3 ; 1.11, (2n - 4)5 has (n + 1)-sections over 
RP’+l. Ifs 2 3, then (2.5) contradicts this fact. Ifs = 2, we apply (3.3) to obtain that 
(2n - 4)thas n + 2 sections over RP”. This gives aZ,-equivariant mapping S,, * V2n_-J,n+2, 
but again by [8], ll”(V,,_.,,+,) = 0, and by the above construction, we obtain that 
(2n - 4)5’ has n + 2 sections over IZP”+r. But this contradicts (2.4). 
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Remark 3.9. In [3], we did not settle the results for M’13 and RP”. Theorem (3.7) 
implies the result of Baum and Browder [4], that RP” and RP”” immerse in RZne6 but 
not in RZnm7 if n=l’+3. Also (3.7) implies that IV” does not immerse in R2”-’ if 
n = 3’ + 4. Recently, Lam [I l] has shown a linear immersion of RP” in R” and Adem [I] 
has shown linear immersions of fU’” in RI”_6 if n = 3’ i 4 and n 2 17. 
The results of this paper give a stron, 0 indication that a better knowledge of the spaces 
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